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Finding Aid for Series 6:
Development of Leininger’s Theory of Culture Care Diversity and Universality, and Transcultural Nursing and Human Caring Resources

Box 64
Folder 6-1 Definitions and assumptions of Leininger’s theory work related to care and transcultural nursing
Folder 6-2 Leininger, M. (various dates). Handout materials on Leininger’s Theory of Culture Care Diversity and Universality - bibliographies; lists of students, dissertations, research studies, experts in transcultural nursing, researchers using
theory; overview and summary materials prepared as handouts or responses to requests for information, including 2 copies of bound group circa 1997, group of handouts given by Leininger to conference attendees and for seminars; information packet given to students at April 15-16, 2010 celebration at Florida Atlantic University

Folder 6-3 Ethnonursing research method: enabling guides, phases; “Stranger to trusted friend enabler”; Leininger’s health-illness history autobiography: purpose, methods and techniques [Click here for scan of document]. Notes from a class: “Ethnoscience: John Atkins Class N662. Problem areas encountered using ethnoscience method.” [no date, circa 1983]

Folder 6-4 Leininger’s Sunrise Enabler [sometimes called “Sunrise Model”]: includes versions from circa 1979-2006, and Chinese, Japanese, Spanish, French, German (2 versions), Danish, Finnish, and Russian translations. “Leininger’s suggested inquiry guide for use with the Sunrise Model to assess culture care and health” [no date] [For a history of the early versions of the Sunrise Enabler, click here]

Folder 6-5 Leininger, M. (1973). [word missing] Framework for health care delivery maintenance services. “Pre-model to Sunrise Enabler” [Click here for scan of damaged document; top left corner of page was torn off]

Folder 6-6 Handouts and research tools: Culturological assessment: care/caring inquiry form; oral life history; acculturation rating, phases of observation-participation for ethnonursing research; cross-cultural tool on ethnocaring, health-illness and ethnonursing; “Community-based multicultural caring model, 1992/1993


Folder 6-8 Leininger, M. (1975). A transcultural conceptual model to study and analyze health care systems. [includes holographic notes; scan of original damaged document]

Folder 6-9 “My original works, models, etc.” – Rural cultural values and care meanings and actions [includes holographic notes]: 1-page handouts on various cultures – Southeast Indian-American, Gypsy, Japanese-American, North-American Indian, Old-Order Amish-American, African-American, Chinese-American

Folder 6-10 Leininger, M. (no date). Ethnoaction research: definition, description of process, disadvantages [handouts or overhead transparencies]

Folder 6-11 Class outline for presentation, Transcultural Nursing Practices, on 7/12/72. [Click here for scan of damaged document]


Folder 6-13 Bound booklet for a workshop or consultation in Taiwan [?], no date or specific location. Contains handouts, reprints re: Leininger’s Theory and transcultural teaching and practice models. Some Chinese, most is English. [includes holographic notes]

Folder 6-14 Leininger, M. (1981?). Comparative Western and non-Western philosophical, theoretical and research interests and goals. A transcultural conceptual model to study and analyze health care systems [no date]. Comparative emphases of indigenous and professional health care systems [no date]
Folder 6-15  1. Transcultural nursing clinical field study incidents. *Journal of Transcultural Nursing, 3*(1), 35-36. 2. Examples from transcultural nursing research studies using the culture care theory (Philippine nurses; dying patients)

Folder 6-16  Leininger, M. (no date). “Culture and future challenges related to transcultural nursing” [typed notes of thinking about the field as it might be in 2025]


Folder 6-19  Sage Publications catalog, 1995. “[there are] advertisements today on multiculturalism where absent for 25 years...” [holographic note]


End Box 64

**Box 65**

Folder 6-22  Leininger’s phases of ethnonursing research [group of overhead transparencies; filed in 1 envelope]

Folder 6-23  Group of overhead transparencies related to phases and definitions of ethnonursing research [filed in 3 envelopes]

Folder 6-24  Group of overhead transparencies and handouts “for teaching and research... on diverse cultures... some on qualitative research methods” [filed in 3 envelopes]

Folder 6-25  Leininger overhead transparencies to learn care and transcultural nursing, produced from 1959 through 1990’s [filed in 3 envelopes]

Folder 6-26  Leininger – “Overheads [transparencies] on care and my theory of culture care” [filed in 2 envelopes]

Folder 6-27  Examples of materials prepared by students or others using M. Leininger’s Sunrise Enabler or transcultural nursing theory and principles

Folder 6-28  Leininger – “Key definitions, assumptions and evolution of care and transcultural nursing, cultural specific care, by Leininger 1959 to present” [overhead transparencies filed in 2 envelopes]

Folder 6-29  Leininger-Templin-Thompson Ethnoscript Qualitative Software Program

Folder 6-30  Leininger, M. [no date], holographic notes on language, culture, ethnonursing

Folder 6-31  Group of handouts and slides [paper copies of overhead transparencies] for teaching; handouts on research study results, leadership qualities

Folder 6-32  Group of papers that influenced M. Leininger’s work [most pertain to anthropology]


6-32.6 Voget, F.W. [no date or publication information]. The history of cultural anthropology. [photocopy of pp. 50-51, 64-81 of this chapter from unidentified publication; not complete paper] [includes holographic notes]

6-32.7 Alland, A., Jr., & McCay, B. [no date or publication information]. The concept of adaptation in biological and cultural evolution. [photocopy of pp. 143-178 from unidentified publication]


6-32.13 Shimkin, D.B., & Tax, S. [no date or publication/presentation information]. Anthropology for the future: The status and prospects of a program of international cooperation. [photocopy of 1 page of a typescript; includes holographic notes]


6-32.15 Anthropology: Beyond the individual case – Lucien Levy-Bruhl examines the mind of the primitive. [photocopy of pp. 223-259 from unidentified publication; includes holographic notes][running head: The cognitive sciences: Historical perspective – not verifiable in WorldCat 7/2012]


6-32.21 The following items, photocopies of published items by authors other than M. Leininger, were sent to the Archives of Caring in Nursing as part of the M. Leininger papers, in folder labeled, “Group of papers that influenced M. Leininger’s work” These items contained no holographic notes or other annotations, and were not retained because further copying or other distribution may violate US Copyright law “Fair Use” principles.


**End Box 65**

**Box 66**

Folder 6-33 Video/film/DVD productions relating to Madeleine Leininger’s theory, transcultural nursing, Transcultural Nursing Society, and cultural studies [see also Folder 1-13, Folder 5-19]


Folder 6-35 Comparisons of care theorists:


Folder 6-37  Bibliographies and lists of references on transcultural nursing and human care

Folder 6-38  “Valuable papers on care and caring:

6-38.1  Selected readings on caring (prepared by Professor M. Leininger)

6-38.2  Caring literature bibliography [from IAHC 1988]


6-38.5  Noddings, N. (1985). Woman’s answer to Job. Adapted from keynote address for “Perspectives on Human Suffering: Humanities and Human Care Issues”, sponsored by the Graduate School Committee on Arts and Humanities, University of Colorado at Boulder, and the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center School of Nursing, Denver, November 15, 1985. [photocopy of typescript with holographic notes]

6-38.6  Colliere, M.F. (1986). Invisible care and invisible women as health care-providers. International Journal of Nursing Studies, 23(2), 95-112. [includes holographic notes; used in NUR810 Human Caring seminar]

6-38.7  The following items, photocopies of published items by authors other than M. Leininger, were sent to the Archives of Caring in Nursing as part of the M. Leininger papers, in folder labeled, “Valuable papers on care and caring.” These items contained no holographic notes or other annotations, and were not retained because further copying or other distribution may violate US Copyright law “Fair Use” principles.


Folder 6-39  Care Articles


6-39.2  Donley, Sr. R. (1990). Nursing’s mission: Giving meaning to suffering. CUA Magazine, Fall 1990, 19-20 [article is incomplete; includes holographic notes]

6-39.4 Atwood, J.R. [date unknown]. A grounded theory approach to the study of perimortality care. Unit VIII: Methodology, pp. 339-350. [publication information unknown; includes holographic notes]


6-39.10 Morley, P. (1978). Notes on ‘curing’ and ‘caring’. Presented to College of Nursing, University of Utah, November 14, 1978. [photocopy of typescript; author affiliation: Assistant Professor, Community Medicine, Memorial University, St John’s, Newfoundland]

6-39.11 Starkel, L. [no date]. Caring as a liberal art: A new step for the American university. [no presentation or publication information; photocopy of typescript with holographic notes]

6-39.12 Schultz, P.R., & Schultz, R.C. (1987). Noddings’ caring and public policy: A linkage and its nursing implications. [photocopy of typescript; page 1 notes, “The original version of this paper was presented by the authors in dialogue format at the 9th National Caring Conference, “Ethics and Morality of Caring,” Menlo Park, California, April 26-28, 1987.”]


6-39.16 A guide to applying the art and science of human caring: A consultation with Jean Watson and colleagues. [advertisement for video from National League for Nursing and The Center for Human Caring]


6-39.39 The following items, photocopies of published items by authors other than M. Leininger, were sent to the Archives of Caring in Nursing as part of the M. Leininger papers, in boxes labeled, “Care Articles.” These items contained no holographic notes or other annotations, and were not retained because further copying or other distribution may violate US Copyright law “Fair Use” principles.

Bulger, R.J. (no date). The humanities and medical education. In [author unknown], On passing the torch, chapter 22, pp. 221-228.


Watson, J. (no date). Some issues related to a science of caring for nursing practice. [includes footnote “This paper is based heavily upon one section of previous


Folder 6-40 Touch (Care) Construct and Research

6-40.1 7-item list titled “Transcultural nursing touching concept”, by M. Leininger.

6-40.2 The following items, photocopies of published items by authors other than M. Leininger, were sent to the Archives of Caring in Nursing as part of the M. Leininger papers, in folder labeled, “Touch (Care) Construct and Research.” These items contained no holographic notes or other annotations, and were not retained because further copying or other distribution may violate US Copyright law “Fair Use” principles.


Folder 6-41 Suffering Concept and Care: holographic notes with materials from several unidentified publications

Folder 6-42 Group of items on “Politics of Care”

6-42.1 Assumptions of the theory (Leininger)


6-42.5 Human Care Seminar (NURS 820; Wayne State University) Student presentation, 1988: “Impact of political activities on the delivery of care,” outline and reference list, with Leininger holographic notes from the class session

6-42.6 The following items, photocopies of published items by authors other than M. Leininger, were sent to the Archives of Caring in Nursing as part of the M. Leininger papers, in folder labeled, “Politics of Care.” These items contained no holographic notes or other annotations, and were not retained because further copying or other distribution may violate US Copyright law “Fair Use” principles.


---

**End Box 66**

**Box 67**

Folder 6-43  Human Care Seminar (NUR 820, NUR810), Wayne State University. Course outlines, handouts, background materials, holographic notes


Folder 6-45  Transcultural nursing: M. Leininger clinical examples; samples of materials about different cultures [folder includes holographic notes on Hispanic and Sudanese immigrants (?) in Omaha, Nebraska] [for other cultural information, see also Series 11, Cultural Materials and Anthropology]

Folder 6-46  [sections A – E]  Caring Research Study 1987: Group of published papers, student papers from Leininger’s Summer Transcultural Nursing Seminars, care study data collection instruments (not all attributed to this study), holographic notes. [these items were together in 1 folder when donated to the Archives]

**End Box 67**

**Box 68**

Folder 6-47  TCN research articles by diverse nurse researchers using the Culture Care Theory and method:

6-47.1. Group of handouts and lists of resources, researchers using Leininger’s theory


6-47.4 Gelazis, R. (no date). Response to Miller's paper: A study of Czech Americans within Leininger's theory of Culture Care Diversity and Universality. [no publication information; may be from proceedings of a Transcultural Nursing Society Conference.
6-47.7 Wicker, P.F. [no date]. Transpersonal caring: A transitional space of converting and transforming in the spirit. [“Pastor, Holy Apostles’ Church, Colorado Springs, Colorado”; no publication or other identifying information]
6-47.8 Muecke, M.A. (1983). In search of healers: Southeast Asian refugees in the American health care system. Western Journal of Medicine, 139(6), 835-840.
6-47.10 Heidema, C., & Leininger, M. (no date). An adopted Vietnamese child: A cultural shock. [chapter 19 (?) of unidentified publication; includes holographic notes]
6-47.11 Leary, W.E. (circa 1988?). Body science: Doctors begin to consider ethnicity in treatment. [photocopy of clipping from unidentified publication]
6-47.12 Spector, R.E. (no date). Images: Eastern European (Russian) immigrants. [2-page typescript of cultural background information]
6-47.13 Idrus, L. (1984). Transcultural nursing in Australia: Response to a changing population base. [publication unknown; includes holographic notes]
6-47.15 Trimble, J.E., Manson, S.M., Dinges, N.G., & Medicine, B. (no date). American Indian concepts of mental health: Reflections and directions. [pp. 199-220 of “Diaz book”; includes holographic notes]

6-47.16 The following items, photocopies of published items by authors other than M. Leininger, were sent to the Archives of Caring in Nursing as part of the M. Leininger papers, in folder labeled, “TCN research articles by diverse nurse researchers using the Culture Care Theory and method.” These items contained no holographic notes or other annotations, and were not retained because further copying or other distribution may violate US Copyright law “Fair Use” principles.


Folder 6-48  Binder containing graduate student research articles/papers on care and transcultural nursing with diverse cultures, used as teaching supplements.

Folder 6-49  Leininger, M. (1998). Entering the new millennium with community-based cultural congruent care [no publication, location or other information]


6-49.2 Leininger’s Theory of Culture Care Diversity and Universality: Philosophical Base and Theory Assumptions

6-49.3 Leininger’s Sunrise model to depict the theory of cultural care diversity and universality

6-49.4 Definitions of Leininger’s theory constructs

6-49.5 Partial list of references on culture care theory and research

6-49.6 Leininger, M. (1994). Goal and steps towards providing culturally competent care.

6-49.7 Leininger, M. (1995). Dominant (emic) comparative features of generic (folk) and professional health care from the consumer’s views

“Criteria for use of ethnonursing method”. [“page from ethnonursing article in *Journal of Transcultural Nursing*, 1999” – source not found]


Folder 6-50  *Culture assessment*: Group of papers compiled by M. Leininger to guide nurses into transcultural nursing


6-50.4  Tripp-Reimer, T. [no date]. Cultural assessment. Chapter 12 of unidentified textbook. [includes holographic notes]


6-50.8  The following items, photocopies of published items by authors other than M. Leininger, were sent to the Archives of Caring in Nursing as part of the M. Leininger papers, in folder labeled, “Culture assessment: Group of papers compiled by M. Leininger to guide nurses into transcultural nursing.” These items contained no holographic notes or other annotations, and were not retained because further copying or other distribution may violate US Copyright law “Fair Use” principles.


Folder 6-51 Leininger, M. (2010). Reflective response to 4 posters on metasynthesis of Leininger theory [see the 4 posters]


End Box 68
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